Next time one of you rockhounds finds an obsidian
arrowhead on a field trip, you'll know more about it
them Pliny the Elder in A. D. 77 or the many writers
who followed him. Even as late as 1784 a naturalist
in describing obsidian attributed to it characteristics
which belong to marble. In this article lerry Laudermilk tells what modern scientists have discovered
about the conditions and processes which have produced obsidian, or volcanic glass. Although there
still are some puzzling angles, they won't worry the
rockhound, for most of the remaining questions involve the world of ions and molecules.
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WELLINGS of the Old People once stood on a ridge
overlooking the Hassayampa not far from the ranch house
of the LK Bar. There, beneath the catsclaw and mesquite
trees only a forlorn heap of "killed" or purposely broken metates
and scattered sherds of pottery remained where busy people once
had made a home. Now the only inhabitants of the lonely ridge
top were a solitary quail on sentry duty and a pair of demonstrative chipmunks who watched while a harmless tenderfoot disturbed the stubborn Arizona soil with a pick and shovel.
It was a hard job for a green hand. The tools apparently had
been made for a giant and the work went slowly. The result of
three hours delving was a paltry excavation about knee-deep.
A search among the charred fragments of some prehistoric
Arizonan's home revealed an arrow point. As a weapon this
specimen was a coarse piece of work but its material touched off
the trail of thought that has led to this story.
This was a rough example of the arrowmaker's art about two
inches long by three quarters wide and a quarter thick. Shaped
like a pointed oval it evidently had been made for heavy duty,
to be shot just once as expendable ammunition. These are all
common features of hastily made points but its substance was
unusual—the result of an old quarrel between heat and cold
and their fight for a vast pool of granite stewed to an incandescent soup in a Plutonic pressure cooker. After ages of infernal
digestion with fire, superheated steam and tremendous pressure
the white-hot concoction of melted silicates was disgorged from
the throat of some volcano. At first it flowed in thin streams
like a blazing river amidst a spray of fire, radiating destruction.
Then cold pounced upon it and it congealed to the razor-edged
symbol of sharpness we call volcanic glass or obsidian.
This material has been known to rockhounds since the dawn
of the Old Stone Age. In those times geology was a utilitarian
subject altogether since one of the first human needs was a tool
with a cutting edge. Such tools could be made best from rock
that: broke into sharp-edged flakes like flint and chert. But of
all materials for such artifacts the ideal tool-stuff was obsidian.
The Aztecs called this glittering stone itztli. A cult and a
special goddess, Itzpapalotl (obsidian knife-butterfly) covered
it with a haze of mystery and a certain amount of dread, for from
this rock as black as congealed night were made the knives for
human sacrifice to the monstrous gods of Mexico.
By what names earlier men in other lands had called this
strange dark glass, we don't know. But the name we use today
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Some Aztec artist thought that the goddess presiding over
obsidian might look like this brilliantly colored grotesque
from the ancient manuscript, Codex Telleriano-Remensts.
Redrawn by the author jrom Kingsborough's jacsimile.
was coined by a garrulous old Roman with a strong bent for
observation. In A. D. 77 when Pliny the Elder published his
Natural History he declared that this rock first was described
by a man named Obsius who discovered it in Ethiopia. Pliny
himself calls it "obsian" or "obsian stone" but somewhere along
the route of translation the extra syllable "di" crept in and the
name became ob-si-di-an. Pliny's description fits the stone perfectly. He says it frequently was used for jewelry and even
sculpture and that a statue of Augustus and images of four elephants in the Temple of Concord were made from it. During the
Middle Ages the name sometimes was applied to other black
stones like marble and dense basalt capable of a high polish.
Until rather recent times the science of mineralogy was largely
guesswork based on rough field observations and lore handed
down by the alchemists. Ideas about the composition of ores,
minerals and rocks were of the crudest. Most identifications
depended on the physical qualities of a specimen and only the
roughest chemical tests ever were applied. If two samples of an
ore showed a general resemblance they were likely to be considered as varieties of the same thing. So it was quite in order
that as late as 1784 when the naturalist John Hill wrote his
History of Fossils he confused obsidian with a kind of black
marble from the Greek island of Chios. Among several curious
statements he says that obsidian effervesces vigorously with aqua
fortis (nitric acid), bums to a white ash and is too soft to
strike fire with steel. These are all good reactions for marble or
calcium carbonate but not for obsidian; in fact, these qualities
are just the ones that obsidian lacks. Hill then gives an interesting description of real obsidian and remarks upon its ancient
use for mirrors.
Actually, obsidian is a complex mixture of silicates of aluminum, iron, calcium, magnesium, sodium and potassium with
more or less water and traces of rarer elements all present as
components of a supercooled liquid. Before I explain what I
mean by a supercooled liquid and tell how volcanic glass is
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Black obsidian, the most perfect tool-stuff in the days before metal. Black color is due to microscopic particles of a
black powder, apparently from iron oxide, scattered
through a colorless glassy matrix. Specimen from Inyo
county, California.
formed, it will make it more understandable if we first learn a
little about crystals.
It is well known that the elements show pronounced likes and
dislikes for one another and form permanent compounds according to strict rules. For instance, suppose you mix two pounds of
iron filings with ten of sulphur and heat the mixture. The iron
and sulphur will combine to make the compound ferrous sulphide, a dense black solid familiar to everybody who ever played
with chemicals. But you won't have a dozen pounds of product;
your total yield will be a little more than three pounds. Since
only a fixed and definite amount of sulphur can combine with a
given quantity of iron, the excess will burn up or remain as
unused material.
Suppose you apply the same treatment to a small amount of
aluminum oxide and a large volume of powdered quartz (silicon
dioxide). If you heat the mixture hot enough there will be a
Red obsidian. Besides the typical black glass, obsidian
sometimes is of other colors. This brick-red specimen owes
its color to a scattered dust of hematite in a colorless matrix,
has a more waxy luster than black obsidian. The subconchoidal fracture is typical. Specimen from Inyo county.

brisk reaction and the product will simmer down to a glowing
liquid, melted quartz plus aluminum silicate, the mineral sillimanite in a state of fusion. At white heat, the necessary temperature for the reaction, the liquid will be perfectly clear like
melted glass since the molecules of sillimanite are in actual
solution just as a spoonful of salt is dissolved in a quart of water.
In this case the excess solvent is the unused melted quartz. These
two illustrations show why free quartz is such a common constituent of many igneous rocks although the rock itself is made up of
silicate minerals; the quartz simply is excess quartz with nothing
else to do but crystallize out and fill the gaps between the other
crystals.
Most substances under favorable conditions separate from
solution as crystals. A crystal is a solid having a precise geometrical shape which on careful examination is found to conform
to one of six basic patterns. This plan or motif is a constant
feature regardless of the size of the crystals. I can illustrate this
point with a common example. Ordinary table salt (sodium
chloride) crystallizes in the form of cubes. These cubes may
range in size from tiny crystals visible only under the highest
power of the microscope up to giants many feet in diameter. But
whatever their size they all are cubes. In fact, with care you can
split up a large crystal into smaller and smaller pieces each or
which will be a perfect cube exactly like the original. X-ray
studies of crystals show that the basic plan extends down to the
tiniest identifiable molecule. This fine structure of a crystal is
an essential requirement. Suppose you have a two inch crystal
of the mineral halite (common salt) and a cube of glass the
same size, they would look alike but one would be a crystal and
the other not, since the glass cube would lack the necessary fine
structure to qualify as a crystal. A crystal of a salt such as sodium
chloride consists of an orderly three-dimensional arrangement
of electrically charged atoms of the metal sodium and the gas
chlorine; the sodium atoms carry positive charges and the
charges of the chlorine atoms are negative. These electrically
charged atoms are called ions (the chlorine atom with its charge
is called the chloride ion) . The pattern formed by the ions within
the crystal is called space lattice.
Suppose you drop a crystal of ice cream salt (sodium chloride)
into a glass of water; ions begin to leave the space lattice of the
crystal and diffuse into the water and finally the whole crystal
dissolves. It is a crude but useful conception to think of the
ions as fitting into chinks between the molecules of water. In
dilute solutions the ions are thinly scattered throughout the
vastly more numerous water molecules.
If we boil our dilute salt solution it continually loses water
through evaporation but the sodium ions and chloride ions are
nonvolatile and remain behind. As more and more water molecules leave the evaporating solution we can imagine the ions of
the salt as drawing closer and closer together until finally a point
is reached where they again unite and build the space lattices of
a new salt crystal... This is rather crudely put but makes a working basis for what comes next—crystallization from a hot melt.
Geologists don't know as much as they'd like about conditions
within a molten magma. It is not certain whether the mineral
constituents of a melted rock are present as ions or molecules—
probably both exist together. At any rate, crystalline compounds
separate from a slowly cooling mass of melted rock in a way
analogous to crystallization from an aqueous solution, only in
this case the solvent instead of being water almost always is
melted quartz or a super abundant silicate mineral. In such a
melted rock-mass the various ions and molecules are in terrific
turmoil and as long as the solution stays hot, crystallization can't
take place but if it begins to cool slowly the ions can begin to
settle down to an orderly arrangement. The situation can be
dramatized as follows:
Imagine a military drill ground just before assembly. Men are
milling around haphazardly forming groups and again breaking
up pretty much as they like. This represents conditions within a
melted rock, the individual soldiers representing the ions and
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molecules just before crystallization begins. Now suppose the
bugler sounds assembly. All the buzzing 'round stops, men begin
to flow toward their places in the ranks and soon what was a
mob crystallizes into solid formations of soldiers. These orderly
formations can be imagined as crystals of minerals—quartz,
feldspar, mica, iron oxide, etc. The final crystallized army can
now be compared to a piece of coarsely crystalline rock, say
granite porphyry. Here I reach the point I was leading up to a
few paragraphs back when I mentioned supercooled liquids.
Suppose we have the same milling gang of soldiers we had
originally. Suddenly a terrific freeze strikes the parade ground;
the drop in temperature is so abrupt that every man (ion or
molecule) freezes fast in his tracks wherever he happens to be.
The whole army now is a petrified mob without any crystalline
structure. All the minerals that normally would have crystallized
as large units still are present but scattered without any basic
pattern as particles within a supercooled liquid, a glass, in this
case obsidian.
Comparison of obsidian with a melted and suddenly chilled
granite is logical although the chemical composition of obsidian
varies somewhat. This has been shown by thousands of analyses
of glassy lavas and other rocks from all over the earth. Furthermore, the fact that a crystalline rock can be melted and cooled
to a glass and then the glass re-melted and cooled back to a
crystalline rock again was proved experimentally by the famous
geologist, Sir James Hall, more than a century ago.
In the latter part of the 18th century when the modern science
of geology was being polished into shape, there was much speculation about the origin of igneous rocks. It had been contended
by James Hutton, "a private gentleman" of Edinburgh and one
of the founders of the science, that crystalline rocks had been
formed from a previously molten magma. This was assumed
to have cooled far below the surface of the earth under circumstances favoring crystallization. Hutton was not certain what
these circumstances were but thought that pressure was one of
them. At any rate, his theories were roughly pawed over by his
opponents, particularly as regarded the action of heat. These
critics declared that a melted magma would cool to a glass, not
a crystalline rock. At this point of the controversy Hall concluded that the only satisfactory way to settle the point was to
experiment. His experiments lasted off and on from 1790 to
1798. He took samples of whinstone, an ancient lava from Scotland, and samples from Vesuvius and from Mount Etna and
kept them at an intense heat in the furnace of an iron foundry
until they boiled. He then allowed the liquid rock to cool rapidly
just as it was taken from the furnace.
His results at first appeared to favor the anti-Huttonians; his
melted rock had cooled to a glass. But Hall was a careful experimenter and kept on with his work. He tried the effect of slow
cooling upon his melts. The crucibles were taken white-hot from
the iron furnace and "cooled" on a bed of glowing coals. This
seems like a contradictory statement but actually represents a
drop in temperature from possibly 1450 to 1550 degrees Centigrade to somewhere around 500 or 900 degrees. The fire was
kept at this relatively moderate temperature for several hours and
then allowed to die slowly down. Slow cooling had done the
trick. The melts had "frozen" to fine crystalline masses and Sir
James now could make either glasses or crystalline rocks from
the same samples. Here we come to a point where it is pertinent to ask what conditions must exist for obsidian to form
naturally.
Lava of course, has its origin in the molten magma at the
very bottom of the lithosphere or stony crust of the earth possibly
40 or more miles deep. How the vast reservoir of heat, sufficient
to hold all rocks in a state of fusion originated in the first place
still is an unsolved riddle; perhaps it was left over from the
beginning, perhaps it is due to radioactivity—nobody knows.
But at any rate the molten zone is a region where conditions are
unlike anything on the earth's surface. Here, at a temperature
of at least 2,000 degrees C. molecules of metallic oxides, silica
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Cristobalite crystals lining vesicles in black obsidian. An
uncommon form of quartz (5/02), formed at extremely
high temperatures in the fluid rock. Specimen from
Coso Hot Springs, California.
and water may make up something like a geo-chemical delirium.
What this furiously battling mixture of ions and molecules
would look like we don't know and probably never will. But the
evidence of the seismograph indicates that it is more rigid than
steel from enormous pressure, yet elastic.
At times, due to causes unknown, masses of the molten magma
break through or melt their way into the strata of the outer crust.
Here the fused material, no longer original magma but magma
contaminated by absorption of lighter rocks from the upper
crystal layers, forms vast structures of granite and pegmatite,
dikes, domes and intrusive sheets. In these subterranean depths
the molten rock has cooled but slowly and crystals of quartz,
feldspar and other minerals formed as the incandescent mass
congealed.
At other times a column of melted rock breaks through the
crust and forms frightful rivers and lakes of boiling lava. These
flow as spreading sheets and darting tentacles of fire. This glowing flood is overcast by a cloud of steam from water as it escapes
Iridescent obsidian. Steel-blue to bronze iridescence of this
material makes unusually attractive specimens for the rockhound. Sample from Mammoth mountain, about 25 miles
south of Mono lake, Cali\ornia.

far from its source, material from the Rockies having been found
in mounds of the Mississippi Valley. In Mexico it was a staple
for weapons, tools, mirrors and jewelry, and among the Indians
of northern California work in this material reached perfection.
Sometimes enormous ceremonial swords were chipped from a
single slab such as the blade in the Southwest Museum at Los
Angeles. This masterpiece is more than 33 inches long. But how
the craftsmen and artists of the stone age and of more recent
times shaped this rock with primitive tools is another story.

Desert Quiz fans
will find some
easy ones in the
list this month. But there are others which will require a
familiarity with the history, geography, botany, geology
and lore of the desert country. The average person should
get 10 correct answers. Fifteen out of the 20 is a high
score, and only those super-students of the desert will
answer 18. Answers are on page 36.
1—Woodpeckers often drill holes and make their nests
in Saguaro cactus. True
False
2—Salt River valley in Arizona receives its irrigation
water from the reservoir behind Boulder dam.
True
False
3—Scientists have positive evidence that giant sloths
once roamed the desert in Nevada.
True
False
4—Between the mouth of the Colorado river and Grand
Canyon there are five dams in the stream. True
False
5—The capital of New Mexico is at Santa Fe.
True
False
6—Capt. Juan Bautista de Anza who led the first white
colonists to California overland, crossed the Colorado river at what is now Ehrenberg. True
False
7—The Great White Throne is in Bryce Canyon national
park. True
False
8—The sidewinder is a venomous snake. True
False
9—The aspen is an evergreen tree. True
False.
10—Obsidian is a form of volcanic rock. True
False
11—Date palm trees grew wild in certain parts of the
American desert before the coming of the white
man. True
False
12—An atlatl was used by Indian tribesmen for grinding
turquoise. True
False
13—Valley of Fire is a state park in Utah.
True
False
14—Phantom Ranch is located in Grand Canyon at the
foot of Bright Angel trail. True
False
15—Showlow is the name of a town in Arizona.
True
False
16—The first Powell expedition down the Colorado river
started from Green River, Utah. True
False
•
17—The Hopi Snake dances are held annually beginning
August 20. True
False
18—The book, Apache Gold and Yaqui Silver, was written by J. Frank Dobie. True
False
19—Wood from the Joshua tree is used for making artificial limbs. True
False
20—Desert tortoises hibernate during the winter months.
True
False

TRUE OR FALSE

Vesicular lava. Moderately slow cooling of lava containing
a great deal of steam causes this very common type of rock.
Under more favorable circumstances the same rock could
have hardened to a glass. Specimen from Pisgah crater,
San Bernardino county, California.
from the liquid mass and the pressure eases in the air of the
outer world. The lava, at first as thin as honey, thickens as it
cools and much gas remains trapped as bubbles in vesicular
basalt.
But it sometimes happens that most of the gases are cooked
out of the lava while still fluid in the depth of the crater. It is
now like the metal in a glass maker's furnace and when poured
out some parts of the flow congeal too rapidly for free movement of the mineral molecules; these areas harden to obsidian.
Vast deposits of this wonderful material occur over many
jDarts of the earth. Wherever early man found it he learned
the secrets of its use. Always in demand it was traded to points
Pegmatite or graphic granite. This coarsely crystalline rock,
the opposite extreme of the glassy texture of obsidian, has
resulted from the slow cooling of magma at great depths.
Pattern made by the quartz, dark areas, against the paler
background, feldspar, is typical of this rock. Specimen from
Juniper Flats, Riverside, California.
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